Energy Efficiency Competitions 2020

In line with its Energy Saving and Energy Efficiency Awareness Campaign, the Energy Efficiency Management Office has been organizing Competitions since 2014.

In 2020, three Energy Efficiency Competitions were launched as follows:

(i) "Live Art Competition 2020” aimed at Grade 4 to Grade 5 students;

(ii) "Mural Fresco Competition 2020” open to all Grades/Forms/Classes;

(iii) “Report and Debate Competition 2020” aimed at Grade 12 and Grade 13 students.

Due to the coronavirus outbreak and the subsequent confinement period, the Live Art Competition and the Mural Fresco Competition had to be cancelled, as well as the debate phase of the Report and Debate competition.

The participants for the Report and Debate Competition were judged solely on their reports. The prizes were awarded on Friday June 26, 2020 at SICOM Tower, Ebène.

The winners are as follows:

1st prize winner – Queen Elizabeth College.

2nd prize winner- Royal College Curepipe.
3rd prize winner - **Queen Elizabeth College.**

1st Runner Up – **Sodnac SSS.**

2nd Runner Up – **Le Bocage International School.**